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This article considers the degrees of relationship which prevent persons from marrying each other or which, under the Civil Partnership Bill 2009 (“the Bill”), would exclude them from registering a civil partnership together.1 The possibility of reform in respect of the prohibited degrees of relationship for marriage has long been discussed.2 The planned introduction of civil partnership has raised the issue again, with the Bill providing for a list of prohibited relationships which, in addition to the necessary adjustment in terms of the parties being of the same gender, differs from that applicable in the marriage context. The list in the Bill seems to reflect a policy of implementing, in the civil partnership context, the law reform proposals which have been made in respect of marriage. It is possible to speculate that the intention is that the rules on marriage will be modernised by future legislation, so that they will ultimately be equivalent mutatis mutandis. As will be discussed, however, the list in the Bill reflects some changes which were not actually proposed by the relevant law reform bodies. In addition, there are serious questions as to the credibility of at least one of the law reform proposals which has influenced the proposed list of prohibitions in respect of civil partnership. This article will discuss the question of devising a list of prohibited relationships for civil partnership and reforming the list for married couples. In addition, the article identifies a significant problem with the current terms of the Bill relating to prohibited degrees of relationship, as this issue impacts on the Bill’s provisions for the recognition in Ireland of foreign legal relationships analogous to civil partnership.

THE PROHIBITED DEGREES FOR MARRIAGE

The legislative history of the relevant rules is very complex, partly because of apparent divergences between the statutes enacted by the Irish and English parliaments.4 The law in Ireland can be traced back to the Marriage Act 1537, which proscribed marriage within the degrees “prohibited by God’s law”, listing a range of specific degrees of relationship to which the prohibition applied. The Marriage Act 1542 confirmed that “no reservation or prohibition (God’s law except) shall trouble or impeach any marriage without [i.e. outside] the [L]evitical degrees.” The reference here is to the prohibitions in the biblical Book of Leviticus.7 As has been mentioned, the Bill applies a modified version of these rules to determine eligibility for civil partnership for same sex couples, this being somewhat ironic because Leviticus is also the source of the notorious condemnation of male homosexual acts as an “abomination” punishable by death.8

In summarising the current law on the prohibited degrees of relationships in respect of marriage, which apply equally to relationships of the half-blood as to those of the whole blood but do not apply to relationships by adoption, it will be convenient to state the rules applicable to women, since parallel rules apply to both sexes. On the grounds of consanguinity, a woman is forbidden from marrying her father, grand-father, uncle, brother, son, grandson or nephew. Putting it another way, the prohibition extends as far as blood relationships in the third degree (such as between aunt and nephew), the method of counting degrees of relationship in this context being the same as that used to identify next of kin for the purposes of intestate succession.11 By way of exception, there is no prohibition in Ireland (or in England and Wales) on marriage with one’s great-grandparent, a relation in the third degree, although this avenue of temptation has been closed in Scotland.12 The list of prohibited relationships does not cover relationships in the fourth degree, so that there is no objection to a marriage between first cousins nor (as is discussed later in this article)14
does the established law on consanguinity apply to a relationship between a great-uncle/grand-niece or great-aunt/grand-nephew. On the grounds of “affinity”, a woman cannot marry the former husband of her mother, daughter, grand-daughter, grandmother, aunt or niece, or her former husband’s son, father, grand-father, uncle, grandson or nephew (and parallel rules apply to men). Originally, in addition to the prohibitions listed above, it was not permissible for a person to marry the brother or sister of a former spouse but, following “one of the most protracted struggles in British parliamentary history”, this rule was modified by statute in the early 20th century to allow such a marriage provided that the spouse was dead. In O’Shea v Ireland in 2006, Laffoy J. held that the requirement in the relevant legislation that the sibling be deceased was unconstitutional, so that such a marriage is now permissible even where the first marriage ended in divorce.

The status of the surviving affinity prohibitions is questionable. In the context of English legislation, the European Court of Human Rights ruled in 2005 in B and L v United Kingdom that a prohibition on marriage to the parent of one’s former spouse and the converse prohibition on marriage to the former spouse of one’s child (two of the headings on our list of relationships forbidden on the grounds of affinity) constituted a violation of Article 12 of the European Convention on Human Rights on the facts of the case. One influential factor in the case was the fact that, under English law, it was possible to obtain an exemption from the rule by means of a personal act of parliament. English law has been amended to eliminate the relevant prohibitions.

It seems likely, then, that at least some of the affinity prohibitions in Irish law are unconstitutional and, or contrary to the ECHR. To take one example, in light of O’Shea v Ireland and B and L v United Kingdom, what can be said in defence of the existing prohibition on (say) a person marrying his former wife’s half-brother’s daughter?

REFORM AND THE PROPOSED PROHIBITED DEGREES OF RELATIONSHIP FOR CIVIL PARTNERSHIP

Section 26 of the Bill inserts a new Third Schedule into the Civil Registration Act, 2004, listing the prohibited degrees of relationship for entering into a civil partnership. These degrees of relationship differ from those applicable to marriage in that they include the relationships based on consanguinity (adding two new classes of prohibited relationship, as discussed below) but do not include any relationships based on affinity. In addition, it is provided that the relationships include “relationships and former relationships by adoption”, also departing from the current position in relation to marriage. For the most part, the list of relationships in the relevant Schedule reflects the traditional prohibited degrees of relationship for marriage, as modified to reflect the reform proposals made in that context in 1984 by the Law Reform Commission and, obviously, with the genders reversed. Given that this extension reflects law reform proposals which were made in the context of marriage, it seems likely that the approach in the Bill is linked to an intention to legislate in the future to modify the rules on marriage so that they are parallel to those specified in the Bill in relation to civil partnership. Thus, the changes proposed in the Bill, in terms of transposing the marital list of prohibited relationships to the civil partnership context, are of potential significance in the marriage law context also. These changes will now be analysed.

(i) A New Relationship Based on Consanguinity

It is obviously a difficult question as to whether or not the marital consanguinity rules, based partly on genetic considerations, should be applied to same sex civil partnership. However, in the interests of parity of esteem, there are clear attractions in the idea of ensuring equivalent rules in relation to both institutions in respect of the prohibited degrees of relationship.

In terms of the creation of new classes of prohibited relationships, the Bill includes on the list of prohibited relationships that between great-uncle/grand- nephew and great-aunt/grand-niece. For clarity, it should be explained that what is at issue here is the relationship between a person and his or her grandparent’s sibling. One might expect a large age difference in this context but, as was noted by the LRC, “of course in specific cases there may be no significant age difference”. These relationships are not currently within the prohibited degrees of relationship for marriage, which were set out above. The proposal in the Bill to add them to the prohibited list of relationships can be traced to a Law Reform Commission Report of 1984 which appeared to recommend such a modification in the marriage context. On closer inspection, the LRC’s recommendation is problematic. In an initial statement of the law, the LRC Report lists the prohibited degrees of relationship in full, correctly not including the relationship under discussion on the list of current prohibitions. At a later stage in the Report, however, when discussing possible reform of the law, the LRC proposes (after discussion) that the law should “retain the present prohibition” in respect of the relationship under discussion. There is clearly an error of some nature here.

The most obvious possibility is that the LRC forgot that the relevant relationship was not on the prohibited list and believed that it was simply recommending the continuation of a centuries-old prohibition, which would clearly be a far less radical step than a recommendation that the traditional list of prohibitions should be extended. Alternatively, it may be that the error lay in the phrasing of the recommendation and that the LRC actually intended to propose the
The provisions of the Marriage Act of 1990 permit marriage by precluding marriage or civil partnership between a person and his or her great-uncle or great-aunt. 

(ii) Relationships by Adoption

The Bill prefaces its list of prohibited relationships with the statement that all the prohibited relationships “include relationships and former relationships by adoption”. Under current Irish law, it is arguable that marriage is not permitted between an adoptive parent and child due to s 24 of the Adoption Act 1952. This section does not explicitly address the issue of a prohibition on marriage but states that, upon the making of an order for adoption, “the child shall be considered with regard to the rights and duties of parents and children in relation to each other as the child of the adopter or adopters born to him, her or them in lawful wedlock”. This may be sufficient to create a prohibition, although it seems clear that it creates no prohibition in respect of other relationships by adoption, e.g. between an adopted child and the natural child, or other (unrelated) adopted children, of the adoptive parent. The wording in the Bill actually achieves a result which goes beyond the LRC’s 1984 recommendation (and those of the Law Society Law Reform Committee and the Interdepartmental Working Group) because it covers all relationships, and former relationships, by adoption, not just those between parent and child and between adoptive siblings.

There is, in fact, a case to be made for permitting civil partnership and marriage between adoptive siblings, as the law in England and Wales still does notwithstanding other reforms to the prohibited degrees of relationship (and as Irish law currently does in respect of marriage). On one view, allowing such marriages “seems a curious exception to the principle that adoption integrates the child fully into the adoptive family,” However, the point is not a simple one since the force of the arguments in favour
of a prohibition varies depending on the circumstances. As Cretney has pointed out, “the considerations which might make it repugnant to contemplate the marriage of two people brought up from infancy to maturity as brother and sister clearly would not apply to the marriage of a young woman adopted at age sixteen and her adoptive brother who had never been a member of the same household.” It may be that it would be too complex to develop a rule which could discriminate between different sets of circumstances and that it would be justifiable to adopt the LRC’s recommendation that all such marriages should be prohibited. However, in light of B and L v United Kingdom, one should not be too surprised if the imposition of a blanket prohibition were to come unstuck in the European Court of Human Rights if a hard case arose in practice. In the case of “former relationships by adoption”, i.e. those arising in circumstances “where the adoption order for some reason ceases to have effect”, the issues are even more difficult. It might be harsh to deny the right to marry to those who were only very briefly “adoptive siblings”, though the case in favour of a prohibition on marriage between the child and his or her former adoptive parent is clearly stronger.

Whatever about these complex issues, it is probably unwarranted for our legislation to seek to extend the prohibited degrees of relationship to more remote relations by adoption, in particular to the relationship between a person and an aunt or uncle by adoption. This would suggest that the Bill should be amended so that position in relation to adoptive relations is no stricter than that envisaged by the LRC and other Irish law reform bodies in the marriage context.

(iii) Relationships by Affinity

The Law Reform Commission recommended in 1984 that all restrictions on marriage based on affinity should be abolished. In English law, the various affinity prohibitions have gradually been discarded, so that all that remains now is a qualified prohibition in relation to marriage between step-parents and step-children and step-grandparents and step-grandchildren, with parallel prohibitions applying in the context of civil partnership. The prohibition does not apply if both parties are aged over 21 and the younger party has not, before the age of 18, “lived in the same household as [the other person] and been treated by that person as a child of his family”. There is no genetic argument in the context of relationships by affinity, so that the rationale for any prohibitions based on affinity is the avoidance of sexual rivalry or tension in the family context. The strongest argument for retaining an affinity rule relates to the step-parent and step-child situation, although it has been pointed out that, in the absence of any prohibition on sexual relations or cohabitation, a prohibition on marriage may not be particularly effective to protect a young person against an abusive step-parent. It may, therefore, be reasonable to adopt the LRC’s recommendation to dispense with all prohibitions based on affinity.

A Problem in the Civil Partnership Bill

A problem arises in the Bill in relation to the recognition of registered foreign relationships. Section 5 of the Bill provides that the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform “may, by order, declare that a class of legal relationship entered into by two parties of the same sex is entitled to be recognised as a civil partnership” in Ireland. Before such an order is possible, it is necessary (amongst other things) that “under the law of the jurisdiction in which the legal relationship was entered into … the relationship may not be entered into by persons within the prohibited degrees of relationship” which, under the Bill, apply in respect of civil partnership in Ireland. Unfortunately, this test would not be passed e.g. by the forms of civil partnership recognised in England and Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland because there is no restriction in those jurisdictions on entering into civil partnership with one’s great-uncle or great-aunt. In addition, the rules in respect of adoptive relationships are not as broad in the UK jurisdictions as those set out in the Bill; as has been mentioned, their restrictions apply only between adoptive (and former adoptive) parent and child but not between adoptive siblings or other relations by adoption.

In terms of attempting to solve this problem, it would not be sufficient to limit the rules in relation to adoptive relationships to those proposed by the LRC and to give up on the misconceived idea of a prohibition on civil partnership with one’s great-aunt/uncle or grand-niece/nephew. There would still be a difference from UK law because adoptive siblings can form a civil partnership in the United Kingdom. Also, the UK position is obviously only one important example. Without undertaking a comparative survey, it seems clear that many other jurisdictions’ forms of civil partnership will have restrictions in terms of prohibited degrees of relationship which are, in some respect or other, more limited than those applicable in this country. The solution appears to be to take a different approach to that favoured in the Bill, dropping the stipulation concerning prohibited degrees of relationship in the context of the recognition of classes of registered foreign relationships and seeking to address the issue in another manner.

One possible source of guidance is the UK’s Civil Partnership Act 2004. Under that Act, an “overseas relationship” will be recognised if it is on a list of specified relationships or if it satisfies the “general conditions” which require (in summary) that the relationship be exclusive, of indeterminate duration and that the effect of its registration is that the parties are treated as a couple either generally or for specific purposes or are treated as married. It is also required that the parties have registered their relationship in the other jurisdiction, met the requirements for validity under the foreign law and meet the
requirement of being of the same sex. Where one or both of the partners were domiciled in the United Kingdom at the time they registered the foreign relationship, the parties’ relationship will not be recognised in the United Kingdom unless the parties were both over 16 and were not within the prohibited degrees of relationship applicable to the part of the United Kingdom in which they were domiciled. If neither was domiciled in the United Kingdom at the time of registration, it appears that the prohibited degrees of relationship are not operative, although there is a general proviso that a relationship between two persons will not be recognised as constituting a civil partnership in the UK if it would “be manifestly contrary to public policy to recognise the capacity, under the relevant [foreign] law, of one or both of them to enter into the relationship”. It seems that the Irish legislation could provide for the recognition of specified classes of foreign relationship without a requirement in relation to the prohibited degrees of relationship, subject to a separate stipulation that no individual registered relationship falling within the recognised classes will qualify as a civil partnership in Ireland if the parties were within the prohibited degrees of relationship under Irish law at the time of registration. Alternatively, we could follow the UK example and apply this stipulation only where one or both of the partners were domiciled in Ireland at the time of the registration of the foreign relationship.

CONCLUSION

This article has considered the prohibited degrees of relationship for marriage and civil partnership, in light of past law reform proposals and the list of relationships specified in the Civil Partnership Bill 2009. It has been assumed in the article that equivalent prohibitions should apply to marriage and civil partnership, so that the introduction of legislation modernising the prohibitions in respect of marriage should follow the enactment of the civil partnership legislation. Three main conclusions have been offered in respect of the list of prohibited relationships in the Bill. First, it is not appropriate to extend the list of prohibited relationships to include the relationship between great-uncle/ aunt and grand-niece/nephew. Such a prohibition appears to have been recommended by the LRC in the marriage context in 1984 but this seems to have been on the basis of a mistaken belief that it already represented the law (and it is even conceivable that the LRC did not actually intend to recommend the relevant prohibition at all). Secondly, while it would be reasonable to prohibit civil partnership and marriage between adoptive parent and child and, somewhat more debatably, between adoptive siblings, it would not be appropriate to go beyond the recommendation of the LRC and other law reform bodies in Ireland by prohibiting civil partnership or marriage between persons related more remotely through adoption, as is the effect of the current wording of the Bill. Finally, it has been noted that there is a problem with the Civil Partnership Bill as it stands, since it prevents the recognition in Ireland of foreign registered relationships which are analogous to civil partnership unless persons in the prohibited degrees under Irish law are precluded from registering the relationship under the law of the foreign jurisdiction. To take just one important example, UK civil partnerships could not be recognised because of the more narrow range of prohibited relationship provided for under the Civil Partnership Act 2004. This problem is a relatively significant one for the Bill and the author suggests a possible solution.
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Marriage Act 1921.

O’Shea v Ireland n.4 above.


The absolute nature of these prohibitions had already been diluted: see Marriage Acts 1949-1986, s 1 (f).

Art.12 provides that “Men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right”.

See n.18 above, paras 20-25; 40.


Compare L. Siggins Review of Affinity Marriages Sought by TD, Irish Times, December 18, 2006, p.3 (reporting on a case of a man prevented from marrying his former wife’s niece). Note also Woman Told Her Marriage 29 Years Ago Was Lawful, Irish Times, June 28, 2001, p.4 (the reasons for the decision of Smyth J. here, apparently upholding the validity of a marriage to an aunt’s former husband, not being explained in the newspaper report).

See also s.105(e) (dealing with the grounds for nullity of civil partnership).

Report on Nullity of Marriage n.1 above, pp.130-144.


Ibid, p.134. This is probably more likely where a relationship of the half-blood is involved.


Ibid, pp.46-47. Compare Harrison v Barwell (1670) 2 Vent. 9.


Ibid, n.2 above, p.71.

Ibid, n.2 above, p.11.


Ibid, Appendix I. According to this source (and the author has not investigated the accuracy of the summary presented by the Committee), it is permitted in Austria, Germany, Denmark, Portugal, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland; prohibited subject to the possibility of obtaining a special dispensation in France, Belgium and Finland, and prohibited in the United Kingdom and Greece (with information not being available on the positions in Spain and Italy).

See Marriage Act 1961, ss 23 and 23B (Australia); Marriage (Prohibited Degrees) Act 1990, c. 46 (Canada).

Report on Nullity of Marriage n.2 above, pp.133-134.


The variance across different jurisdictions is illustrated by the fact that the English Sexual Offences Act 2003, ss 64 and 65 criminalises consensual sexual activity between an adult and his or her female “dependent”, the parties are validly married under the law of another jurisdiction. Note the criticism by Spencer “The Sexual Offences Act 2003: (2) Child and Other Offences” [2004] Crim L J 247, 347, who attributes this curious rule (which apparently only applies to relationships of the whole blood) to “a last-minute amendment”.

See s.26. It might be advisable to conform expressly in the Bill that this does not affect the existing rule that the prohibitions apply also as between the adopted child and his or her blood relation who is also adopted by a Sibling, Family Law (Butterworth, 3rd edn, 1997) p.156, there is the practical difficulty that the adopted child may not know the identity of his or her natural parents.


Shatter cautiously states ibid, p.156 that the applicability of any prohibition as between adoptive siblings “must be doubtful” but, in light of the terms of s.24, there does not really appear to be any possibility that such a prohibition applies. The LRC n.2 above, p.48 was of the view that there is “clearly” no such prohibition.

n.2 above, p.71.


Ibid, pp.825-826.


Such a rule might involve a requirement that, if the marriage is to be permitted, the parties must (say) be over the age of 21 and never have lived together in the same household when under the age of 18. Compare the rule in England in respect of marriages between step-parent and step-child: Marriage Acts 1949-1986, Sch. 1 and s.78; see Masson, Bailey-Harris and Probert n.47 above, p.48. n.18 above.

LRC n.2 above, p.143.

See Masson, Bailey-Harris and Probert n.47 above, p.48 (referring to the “apparently unsatisfactory rule” that an adoptive parent and child continue to be in the prohibited degrees of relationship even if someone else subsequently adopts the child).

n.2 above, pp.141-142.

For discussion, see Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century n.15 above, pp.41-57.

Marriage Act 1949-86, s.1(3) and Sch 1, Pt.12, as amended inter alia by Civil Partnership Act 2004, Sch. 27. Some English texts do not refer expressly to the (less practically significant) prohibition involving step-grandchildren (see e.g. Masson, Bailey-Harris and Probert n.47 above, pp.47-51; J. Herrington, Family Law 3rd edn (Harlow: Pearson Longman, 2007) pp.44-45) but the author’s research has found no legislation removing this prohibition and it is discussed by other textbook writers: see Miles and S. Harris-Short Text, Cases and Materials: Family Law (Oxford: OUP, 2007) pp.123-125; N. Lowe and G. Douglas Bromley’s Family Law (Oxford: OUP, 2007) pp.49-51.

See Masson, Bailey-Harris and Probert n.47 above, p.50.

It is also necessary that the relationship is “exclusive in nature”, “permanent unless the parties dissolve it through the courts”, “the relationship has been registered under the law of the other jurisdiction”, and “that the rights and obligations attendant on the relationship are, in the opinion of the Minister, sufficient to imply that the relationship would be treated comparably to a civil partnership.”

See s.5(1)(a), (b), (d) and (e).

s.5(1)(e).

The prohibited degrees of relationship are set out in the Civil Partnership Act 2004, Sch.1 (England and Walex), Sch.10 (Scotland) and Sch.12 (Northern Ireland). In relation to Scotland, see also Adoption (Scotland) Act 1978, ss.39 and s.41.

See s.213 and the list in Sch. 20, which is updated from time to time by statutory instrument.

s. 3. ‘The Bill makes no provision for the recognition of relationships other than by inclusion on a specific list. F. Ryan “Civil Partnership: Your Questions Answered: A Comprehensive Analysis of the Civil Partnership Bill” (GLEN, 2008), p.35 (available at www.glen.ie/civil_partnership/ Civil_Partnership.pdf) suggests that, arguably, ‘the extraordinary pace of change worldwide militates in favour of a general provision for recognition of civil partnerships and marriage, as is the case in the UK.’ See also B. Berrington “Civil Partnership in the United Kingdom and Ireland” in The Civil Partnership Bill: Legal Consequences and Human Rights Implications (ICCL Seminar Series, Vol. 1, January 2009) p.60.

s.217.

Ibid, s.218.

In connection with this suggestion, it should be remembered that, under s.5(1)(e), a class of relationship can only be recognised if “the rights and obligations attendant on the relationship are, in the opinion of the Minister, sufficient to indicate that the relationship would be treated comparably to a civil partnership”.

By way of digestion, linked to the subject matter of this article only by the fact that it also concerns civil partnerships, the author wishes to mention another problem with the Civil Partnership Bill, in respect of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act, 1993, s 5. This provision criminalises sexual intercourse, acts of buggery, or acts of gross indecency in the first case only, in a male with another male) with a person who is “mentally impaired”. It is provided in s.5(5) that “mentally impaired” means suffering from a disorder of the mind, whether through mental handicap or mental illness, which is of such a nature or degree as to render a person incapable of living an independent life or of guarding against serious exploitation”. There is an exemption where the person who engages in the sexual acts with the “mentally impaired” person is (or reasonably believes he or she is) married to that person or is entitled to an exemption for civil partners. This is especially significant because of the overly broad definition of mental impairment; note the discussion in the LRC Report on Vulnerable Adults and the Law (LRC 83-2006) pp.77-79.

Consider a case where one civil partner suffers from a mental illness or form of dementia, such that he is “incapable of living an independent life” and must depend heavily on his civil partner. If the civil partners continue to engage in the forms of sexual relations mentioned in s.5, one of the civil partners is guilty of a serious sexual offence and may rely on the (clearly insufficient) safeguard of the prosecutorial discretion of the DPP to avoid a conviction (see s.5(4)). Why should the exemption for spouses here not be extended to civil partners? The section under discussion also has unfortunate implications in the context of couples, whether same sex or opposite sex, who cohabit in long-term relationships without any civil partnership. Wider reform of its wording is also clearly necessary.
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